ODP
VISUAL CORE DESCRIPTION
SEDIMENTS / SEDIMENTARY ROCKS

SECTION DESCRIPTION

0-43 cm
- Foraminifera ooze.
- Numerous large foram.; doesn't
  appear to be grained. Gray
  content at base, waxy, soft
  firm. "Mud" be translucent.

43-67 cm
- Nannoplankton ooze with foraminifers.
- Olive gray; with dark green
  tinge (very thin) some burrow
  structures present.

67-78 cm
- Nannoplankton ooze
  Fine grained. Homogeneous
  with sharp base. Few few
  Shell fragments at base.
  (dark green)

78-150
- Foraminiferal ooze
  Color variations (subtle)
  from visible broken edge
  [coarse grainy unit, between 104]
  Similar to 0-43 cm ooze
  at top.